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Federal Express Flight 1406Federal Express Flight 1406

§§ September 5, 1996September 5, 1996
§§ Early morning, before dawnEarly morning, before dawn
§§ MemphisMemphis--BostonBoston
§§ DCDC--1010
§§ Captain, first officer, flight engineer; twoCaptain, first officer, flight engineer; two jumpseat jumpseat riders riders 

in cabinin cabin
§§ Normal flight through cruise at 33,000Normal flight through cruise at 33,000
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In a nutshell…In a nutshell…

§§ Cargo on fireCargo on fire

§§ Safe emergency Safe emergency 
landing in Newburgh, landing in Newburgh, 
New YorkNew York

§§ Trouble evacuatingTrouble evacuating

§§ Airplane consumed Airplane consumed 
by fireby fire

§§ NTSB did not cite the NTSB did not cite the 
crewcrew
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The crew’s challengeThe crew’s challenge

§§OnceOnce--inin--a lifetime threata lifetime threat

§§No warningNo warning

§§Demands proficiency, no recent practiceDemands proficiency, no recent practice

§§Aircraft normally reliable so surprise when Aircraft normally reliable so surprise when 
they’re notthey’re not

§§ “Us” versus “Them”“Us” versus “Them”
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1. “Cabin/cargo smoke” light1. “Cabin/cargo smoke” light

§§Crew noticed cabin/cargo smoke warningCrew noticed cabin/cargo smoke warning

§§Crew executed Fire and Smoke checklistCrew executed Fire and Smoke checklist
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Fire and Smoke ChecklistFire and Smoke Checklist
00:0000:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 18:0018:00
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Great beginningsGreat beginnings

§§Crew had no difficulty noticing the problem Crew had no difficulty noticing the problem 
and identifying the correct procedureand identifying the correct procedure

§§ LightLight--driven procedure design workeddriven procedure design worked

§§Crew performed memory items wellCrew performed memory items well

§§ Flight engineer initiated the checklistFlight engineer initiated the checklist
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Fire and Smoke ChecklistFire and Smoke Checklist
02:0002:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 16:0016:00
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Fire and Smoke Checklist Fire and Smoke Checklist 
cont’dcont’d

02:0002:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 16:0016:00
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Result: delayed descentResult: delayed descent

§§Crew began a discussion about fire Crew began a discussion about fire 
location, spread, fire detector testlocation, spread, fire detector test

§§Descent did not begin for an additional Descent did not begin for an additional 
2:402:40

§§Did not affect outcome, but nearly didDid not affect outcome, but nearly did

§§Captain not explicitly included in this step Captain not explicitly included in this step 
of the checklistof the checklist
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What was the captain doing?What was the captain doing?

§§We don’t what the captain was looking at, We don’t what the captain was looking at, 
listening to, thinking about at the descent listening to, thinking about at the descent 
decision pointdecision point

§§Monitoring spread of the fireMonitoring spread of the fire

§§Communicating with ATC (routine)Communicating with ATC (routine)

§§Monitoring the flying pilot (first officer)Monitoring the flying pilot (first officer)

§§Concerned with testing the fire detection Concerned with testing the fire detection 
systemsystem
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The ideal for a 3The ideal for a 3 --person crewperson crew

§§ First officer continued flyingFirst officer continued flying

§§ Flight engineer ran proceduresFlight engineer ran procedures

§§Captain coordinated crew responseCaptain coordinated crew response

§§Captain did not explicitly make these Captain did not explicitly make these 
assignments, but he maintained themassignments, but he maintained them
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2. Emergency Descent and 2. Emergency Descent and 
Cabin/Cargo Smoke Light Cabin/Cargo Smoke Light 

Illuminated ChecklistIlluminated Checklist
04:00 04:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 14:0014:00
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Busy captainBusy captain
§§ Interrupted flight engineer and checklistInterrupted flight engineer and checklist

§§ Discussed diversion with air traffic controlDiscussed diversion with air traffic control

§§ Mistakenly transmitted his remarks to the Mistakenly transmitted his remarks to the 
crew over the ATC frequencycrew over the ATC frequency
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Cabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated ChecklistCabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated Checklist
05:00 05:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 13:0013:00
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Cabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated ChecklistCabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated Checklist
07:00 07:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 11:0011:00
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Cabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated ChecklistCabin/Cargo Smoke Light Illuminated Checklist
10:00 10:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 8:008:00
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Overloaded flight engineerOverloaded flight engineer

§§ Flight engineer recalled feeling overloadedFlight engineer recalled feeling overloaded

§§ Humans have limitations to our cognitive capabilities, Humans have limitations to our cognitive capabilities, 
such as the limits on our ability to retrieve and apply such as the limits on our ability to retrieve and apply 
littlelittle--used  or littleused  or little--practiced skills from memory, limits practiced skills from memory, limits 
on reallocating our attention among concurrent tasks, on reallocating our attention among concurrent tasks, 
and limits in our ability to process ambiguous and limits in our ability to process ambiguous 
informationinformation

§§ Flight engineer may have reached these limitsFlight engineer may have reached these limits

§§ Possible  affective aspects: threat to life, fear, Possible  affective aspects: threat to life, fear, 
performance anxietyperformance anxiety
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Emergencies are messyEmergencies are messy

§§ Illustrates the tradeoffs required to manage concurrent Illustrates the tradeoffs required to manage concurrent 
tasks in emergency situationstasks in emergency situations

§§ Interruptions made it difficult for the flight engineer to Interruptions made it difficult for the flight engineer to 
manage his own workload, and the descent  increased manage his own workload, and the descent  increased 
his workload by adding the demands of normal his workload by adding the demands of normal 
preparations for landingpreparations for landing

§§ The captain had to divide attention among overseeing The captain had to divide attention among overseeing 
the flight engineer and the emergency checklists, the flight engineer and the emergency checklists, 
monitoring the first officer’s flying the emergency descent monitoring the first officer’s flying the emergency descent 
and diversion to the nearest airport, and communicating and diversion to the nearest airport, and communicating 
with ATCwith ATC

§§ These concurrent task demands required the flight These concurrent task demands required the flight 
engineer and captain to jump back and forth among engineer and captain to jump back and forth among 
these active tasks and to attempt to remember where these active tasks and to attempt to remember where 
they were in each interrupted  task when it was resumedthey were in each interrupted  task when it was resumed
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Emergencies are messy, Emergencies are messy, 
cont’dcont’d

§§ Not just the number of tasks that must be performed Not just the number of tasks that must be performed 
concurrently, but also that the crew cannot control the concurrently, but also that the crew cannot control the 
timing of task demands (timing of task demands (LoukopoulosLoukopoulos, Dismukes, , Dismukes, 
Barshi research on normal procedures)Barshi research on normal procedures)

§§ In emergency crews are frequently interrupted by In emergency crews are frequently interrupted by 
radio calls and other crew members, and often they radio calls and other crew members, and often they 
must suspend one task while waiting for information must suspend one task while waiting for information 
from some other person or for a system to reactfrom some other person or for a system to react

§§ There are cognitive limits in our ability to reliably There are cognitive limits in our ability to reliably 
swap tasks, recall tasks we temporarily leave aside, swap tasks, recall tasks we temporarily leave aside, 
and recall intentions, especially under stress.and recall intentions, especially under stress.

§§ These disruptions and distractions make any crew These disruptions and distractions make any crew 
more vulnerable to characteristic errorsmore vulnerable to characteristic errors
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Monitoring somebody else Monitoring somebody else 
may be unreliablemay be unreliable

§§ Captain was supposed to assist the flight engineer Captain was supposed to assist the flight engineer 
and monitor him, but he was overloaded, tooand monitor him, but he was overloaded, too

§§ Humans are poor monitors when multiHumans are poor monitors when multi--taskingtasking
§§ Monitoring drops out when under own workloadMonitoring drops out when under own workload

§§ Captain may not be able to see or hear what a flight Captain may not be able to see or hear what a flight 
engineer, seated behind the captain, is doingengineer, seated behind the captain, is doing

§§ Generally, monitoring may be more difficult and less Generally, monitoring may be more difficult and less 
reliable for a tworeliable for a two--person crew, in which the flying pilot person crew, in which the flying pilot 
is monitoring the actions of the nonis monitoring the actions of the non--flying pilotflying pilot

§§ Pilots may not be able to reliably detect and correct Pilots may not be able to reliably detect and correct 
checklist errors made by another unless they are checklist errors made by another unless they are 
explicitly drawn into the checklistexplicitly drawn into the checklist
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Monitoring and leadingMonitoring and leading

§§ Unsurprising that the captain did not detect and Unsurprising that the captain did not detect and 
correct the flight engineer’s checklist errorscorrect the flight engineer’s checklist errors

§§ Ideally the captain would have noted the flight Ideally the captain would have noted the flight 
engineer’s overload and prioritized his tasksengineer’s overload and prioritized his tasks

§§ Both monitoring and leadership require mental Both monitoring and leadership require mental 
resources that can be preresources that can be pre--empted by the empted by the 
workload demands of an emergencyworkload demands of an emergency
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3. Successful landing, trouble 3. Successful landing, trouble 
evacuatingevacuating

18:00 18:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 0::000::00

§§ Excellent crew performance on approach and Excellent crew performance on approach and 
landinglanding

§§ Could not open doors when attempting to Could not open doors when attempting to 
evacuateevacuate

§§ Flight engineer then depressurized cabin, crew Flight engineer then depressurized cabin, crew 
and passengers exited through partially open and passengers exited through partially open 
doorsdoors
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Successful landing, trouble Successful landing, trouble 
evacuatingevacuating

18:00 18:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 0::000::00

§§ Crew did not run the Crew did not run the 
emergency evacuation emergency evacuation 
checklistchecklist

§§ Captain recalled thinking Captain recalled thinking 
that he had accomplished that he had accomplished 
most of the itemsmost of the items

§§ Result: passengers not Result: passengers not 
briefed, cockpit door lock briefed, cockpit door lock 
breaker not tripped, cabin breaker not tripped, cabin 
not depressurizednot depressurized
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Successful landing, trouble Successful landing, trouble 
evacuating, cont’devacuating, cont’d

18:00 18:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 0::000::00

§§ Emergency evacuation Emergency evacuation 
checklist supposed to be checklist supposed to be 
run during descentrun during descent

§§ Possible name confusionPossible name confusion

§§ Checklist not integrated Checklist not integrated 
with other descent with other descent 
checklistschecklists
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Successful landing, trouble Successful landing, trouble 
evacuatingevacuating , cont’d, cont’d

18:00 18:00 Since Onset<>Until Landing Since Onset<>Until Landing 0::000::00

§§ Crew’s training for Crew’s training for 
planned evacuations is planned evacuations is 
unknown, but they must unknown, but they must 
have received somehave received some

§§ Crews do not have the Crews do not have the 
opportunity to practice opportunity to practice 
emergency procedures emergency procedures 
such as evacuation such as evacuation 
frequently enough for frequently enough for 
their actions to become their actions to become 
automatic and fluid. automatic and fluid. 
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
Errors are expectedErrors are expected

§§ This crew did many This crew did many 
things excellently and things excellently and 
brought the flight in safelybrought the flight in safely

§§ Errors made by an Errors made by an 
otherwise highotherwise high--
performing crew point to performing crew point to 
the difficulty of handling the difficulty of handling 
an emergency under an emergency under 
stress, high workload, stress, high workload, 
and extreme time and extreme time 
pressurepressure
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
Procedures can helpProcedures can help ------and and 

hurthurt
§§ Results also suggest that Results also suggest that 

proceduresprocedures----both both 
emergency and normalemergency and normal----
might have been more might have been more 
helpfulhelpful

§§ Procedure design added Procedure design added 
to concurrent task to concurrent task 
demand, and crew may demand, and crew may 
have reached cognitive have reached cognitive 
limitslimits
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
TrainingTraining ----partial solution?partial solution?

§§ Training to perform a Training to perform a 
complex, rare procedure complex, rare procedure 
very reliably is very reliably is 
problematicproblematic

§§ Crews may receive little Crews may receive little 
or no training or realistic or no training or realistic 
experience in managing experience in managing 
the demands of the demands of 
concurrent tasks, concurrent tasks, 
interruptions, distractions, interruptions, distractions, 
and stressand stress
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
No easy fixesNo easy fixes

§§ Not helpful to blame the Not helpful to blame the 
crewcrew

§§ Performance demands Performance demands 
collide with real human collide with real human 
cognitive limitations and cognitive limitations and 
vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities

§§ Monitoring is difficult, Monitoring is difficult, 
especially when not built especially when not built 
into proceduresinto procedures

§§ Tradeoffs among training, Tradeoffs among training, 
procedures design, procedures design, 
system/display designsystem/display design
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Thanks!!Thanks!!
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